Inescapable

When Lily Howard agrees to meet the man
she is having a powerfully erotic online
affair with, she subsequently walks into a
crime scene. Sexy police officer Seth Jones
takes her into witness protection together
with her online lover, Adrian Walsh, a man
with crucial evidence for a court case.
Deep in the heart of the Welsh countryside
and locked up in a secluded hideaway with
these two men
one alpha dominant
policeman, and a wry, sensitive accountant
who knows her every secret erotic desire
Lily soon becomes embroiled in a torrid
menage a trois that surpasses her every
fantasy. Lily is wildly empowered by
living her innermost desires in the safety of
the hideaway. Adrian is the key that
unlocks her sexuality, and Seth is the
master who sets them both free. As danger
stalks ever closer and the three lovers are
torn apart, they each find that deep
emotional bonds have also been forged.
Can Lily ever forget what they shared?
Does she even want to? Please note: This
book contains sexually explicit scenes and
graphic language which may be considered
offensive by some readers. This book has
previously been published with a different
cover.
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Warren and produced by Youngboyz, Anthony Egizii and DavidInescapable is a 2012 drama and political thriller
written and directed by Ruba Nadda. The film stars Alexander Siddig, Marisa Tomei, and Joshua Jackson.
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